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Abstract
We describe how our experience with classic operating system
level process migration mechanisms influenced the design of
MOA, a mobile agents project. A case is presented for
implementing mobile agents using language environments and
overcoming the limitations of those environments by employing
mechanisms adapted from classic process migration
implementations.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we describe how we have applied our experience with classic operating system level process migration mechanisms to mobile agents. The need to have agents that
migrate between nodes with different architectures and operating systems favors moving
support for mobility from the operating system level up to the language environment levels, but the wealth of experience with the operating system level mechanisms should be
used to guide these higher level implementations.
The particular area of mobile agents is but one example of operating system functionality
moving to other system levels. The operating system program here at The Open Group
Research Institute no longer addresses only the development of new operating systems,
but rather it also demonstrates how operating system techniques apply to different system
levels. A second example of the use of OS mechanisms in higher system levels is the
SHAWS project [22]. SHAWS, the Scalable, Highly Available Web Server, uses operating
system techniques, such as fault-tolerance and load balancing, to enhance off-the-shelf
Web browsers and servers.
Although the language environments and Web interfaces used by mobile agents make it
irrelevant which base operating system is used, most of the functionality traditionally pro-
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vided by operating systems is still required. It remains an open and active area of research
how and on what system level this support should be provided.
The rest of this document is organized in the following manner. Section 2 describes operating system support for mobility. Section 3 provides a general description of mobile
agents. Section 4 discusses benefits and challenges of language environments for mobile
agents. Section 5 describes the Mobile Objects and Agents project at the Open Group
Research Institute and how we applied our experience with OS migration to mobile
agents. Section 6 overviews related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

Operating System Support for Mobility

Process migration is a well researched area. Process migration mechanisms usually rely on
help from the underlying operating system, both when implemented inside the operating
system, as in MOSIX [7], Sprite [10], Accent [31], and the V kernel [27], or when implemented on top of it, as done in Mach [13] and UNIX [4]. A survey of process migration
can be found in [15]. The following examples represent some of the support useful for
mobility of processes:
Naming, addressing and locating processes. In operating systems that support process
migration, giving processes unique names was difficult. Process names, typically process
identifiers (PIDs), have to maintain existing single node semantics and yet uniquely identify each process in the global namespace. The complexity involved is proportional to the
desired degree of transparency. For example, many systems encode the process’ creating
host identifier in the PID which has ramifications for scalability.
Process migration used several schemes to track and maintain up to date information about
the location of migrated processes. One popular scheme, employed in MOSIX [7] and
Sprite [10], used the creation site, or home machine, of each process to track its location.
On migration, the home machine was always informed about the process’ new location.
Charlotte [6] used a forwarding scheme which basically left a forwarding address at each
node visited. This scheme is useful when agents make a small number of migrations.
Searching schemes, similar to those used in the V Kernel [27], can be applied in cases
where the number of nodes to be visited is small.
Controlling migrating processes. Given a process’ current location, various mechanisms
were used to provide control. For example, to terminate or suspend a remote process, a
local proxy can be used. In Locus and OSF/1 AD, the vproc acts as a local proxy, keeping
track of the current process location, and forwarding process requests to the process’ current node. In Mach, control is achieved by transparently sending messages to any task
regardless of location via a distributed IPC service that supports transparent forwarding of
messages to remote nodes.
Process data transfer. A process has several types of data, such as bss, stack or memory
mapped files. After migration, the operating system can transparently page-in this data to
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its current location on demand. This mechanism was provided to various degrees in
Accent [31], MOSIX [7] and Mach [13]). This is called lazy evaluation.
Lazy evaluation of an address space, as well as any other state that might be too large or
costly to transfer eagerly, has proven to be a useful optimization in the case of process
migration. Lazy evaluation however, is very complex to support. This is especially true for
complex address space implementations, as in the case of the Mach microkernel.
Transparent communication. Many systems, such as Charlotte [6], Mach [1] and
Amoeba [26], provide support for transparent communication of processes independent of
their location. Mobility generally discards the connection between two processes. Messages sent during migration can be discarded or received out of order. In order to prevent
such cases, complex algorithms are required to maintain communication in the presence of
migration. Typically these algorithms employ some type of proxy. Maintaining communication in the presence of migration has turned out to be one of the most complex components required to support mobility.
Exporting process state. Migrating a process at any arbitrary point in time requires complex support for encapsulating the process’ state. Beside exporting various registers, it
must cleanly interrupt any operating system activity at a restartable point of execution.
This state can either be transferred to another node in a distributed operating system, such
as in MOSIX [7], or exported into the user space and then transferred, as in case of Mach
[12]. This is required as processes can not transfer any internal operating system state
between nodes.
File Systems. In many cases, process migration is supported by the underlying file system
(e.g. Sprite [28]). This support consists of transparently moving the open connections for
files and other abstractions represented by files, such as pipes. A process can open files on
one node, migrate to another node and still access its opened files. In addition, a distributed file system allows a process to open any file in the system from any location using a
universal name.
Security. Operating systems provide a secure trusted environment that can be shared by
untrusted abstractions. Security is provided by supporting capabilities, as done in Amoeba
and Mach, or by using access control lists (ACLs), as done in Locus. These single node
abstractions have been extended in various ways to support distributed applications executing on multiple nodes.

3

Mobile Agents

Mobile agents are active abstractions that can independently and often autonomously
roam a distributed system (either the Internet at large or corporate intranets) and perform
useful work. Mobile agents maintain state information and use this information to make
intelligent decisions. They differ from downloadable applets in that they can independently roam from machine to machine on the Web. Some areas where mobile agent appli-
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cations have been used include data mining, electronic commerce, mobile computing and
system administration.
Mobile agents are a relatively new paradigm on the Web. However, mobile agents
researchers have a wealth of related research to draw on, including work done by operating system researchers into process migration and artificial intelligence researchers into
software agents. Although both of the related areas have been criticized as “mechanisms
searching for a problem”, the prospects for mobile agents, currently seem to be quite
encouraging.
Mobile objects and agents provide benefits similar to those provided by classic process
migration without incurring many of the problems of operating system mechanisms.
These benefits include: improved load distribution, fault tolerance and performance as
well as reduced network traffic. Traffic reduction is achieved by allowing applications to
migrate to the host node of a large data set instead of sending a large number of messages
or transferring large amounts of remote data. Agents can also be used to represent a user
that is temporarily not present on the network.
There are already a number of companies, such as General Magic and FTP Software,
which provide agents as products. There are also many agent research projects in academia (see Section 6). Mobile agents fit naturally with the trend of other “active” functionality, such as active networks and active network attached storage devices. Finally, there
are already a number of agent standardization processes, such as OMG, FIPA and the
Agent Society. Additional details about mobile agents can be found in [14].

4

Language Environment Support for Agents

Recent programming languages and their environments, including Java [11], Tcl/Tk [18],
Python, Perl, etc., have proved to be a suitable environment for mobile agents (see the
examples in Section 6). However, they lack some features needed to support agent mobility. This section overviews the advantages of and functionality missing from language
environments for agents.
The advantages provided by these languages and environments consist of:
Mobile code. These languages have been designed with mobile code in mind. Mobile
code is supported by using interpreted languages, by transferring ascii code, or by using
bytecode, as in Java. Note that process migration is typically supported only between
homogeneous nodes. Recently, there has been some work on heterogeneous migration,
such as in Emerald [24] and Tui [23].
Remote method invocation. Some language environments, including the Java Development Kit (JDK) and CORBA from OMG [17], support remote method invocation as a part
of the virtual machine [29]. Remote method invocation is an alternative to mobility and in
many cases it represents the best solution for distributed computing. Remote method invocation can be used for implementing mobile agents.
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Object serialization. Object serialization provides a means for encoding a local object or
tree of objects into a serial form suitable for transmission over a network. This is useful for
mobile agents but is required independently of mobility, since objects can be passed to
remote sites as parameters. Object serialization is supported by a couple of projects
including the Java development kit [21].
Operating system independence. Java and interpreters for scripting languages can execute on top of any processor or operating system.
Semantic simplicity. Mobile agents do not support operating system process semantics,
for example signals and file locking. Such support has proven to be complex to design and
implement in a distributed manner.
The challenges posed by mobile agents to these language environments include the following:
Naming, addressing and locating agents. Naming is a way of distinguishing who and
what an agent is. An agent may have multiple names, or a name may refer to multiple
agents. Addressing is a means of specifying the location of an agent. For example, using
an address, an agent can be communicated with. Agents are typically named, but only the
locations they visit are addressable. Locating is a way of finding the current address (location) of a mobile agent. Operating systems typically provide support for naming, addressing and locating mobile processes; language environments lack equivalent support.
Controlling mobile agents. While operating systems provide basic support for controlling processes and other operating system abstractions, this infrastructure is missing for
mobile agents. At best, only remote method invocation is available. The missing controls
include facilities for killing, suspending and resuming agents.
Exporting agent execution state. Due to the complexity, most language environments do
not export an agent’s execution state. Therefore, the agent application has to provide an
additional state machine for maintaining the actual execution point at the time of migration. This lack of transparency is not a significant limitation for a simple agent application,
where the agent makes decisions about migration independently, but it hinders complex
agent applications.
Security . It is hard to achieve security for mobile code even when the limitations introduced for applets, such as connection restrictions, are considered. Mobile agents levy
stringent security requirements. Sensitive data exists both within the mobile agent and at
the host site. Not only the sensitive data requires protection, but the agents and sites must
in turn be protected from each other. Mobile agents may require various types of security,
such as encryption, authentication and authorization. Agent data can be encrypted in order
to prevent the host nodes from inspecting data it has collected on other nodes. Authentication is required to verify the owner of the agent, as well as to authenticate the host node to
prevent a node from impersonating another node. Finally, an agent needs to be authorized
to visit and to perform certain actions on a node. Nodes needs similar authorizations to
interact with agents. While some of this support is provided for mobile code, a great deal
of infrastructure has yet to be added.
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The challenges above are frequently handled by operating systems. Many of the techniques used by operating systems to provide this support can be applied to different settings, such as language virtual machines, or as a part of middleware level solutions. In
Section 5, we show how the MOA project utilized these techniques and applied them to
mobile agents.

5

Mobile Objects and Agents (MOA) Project

The Mobile Objects and Agents (MOA) project at the Open Group Research Institute
addresses mobile agents on top of the Java. In doing so, we have attempted to draw upon
lessons that have been learned during our previous work on process migration. The MOA
system is composed of three subsystems:
1. The Core subsystem supports agents, places, the agent environment and other abstractions that comprise the agent system.
2. The Name Server performs tracking of agent locations.
3. The Monitor agent subsystem assists in controlling the agents and related abstraction.
Agents can be created, killed, suspended, resumed, searched for, etc. Places can be
inspected for residing agents.
Applications are run on top of the core agent system. MOA subsystems are described in
Figure 1 which depicts a set of three nodes that support the basic functionalities required

Monitor

Name Server

Node A

Node B

FIGURE 1. MOA

Agent
Environment

Agents

Node C

Project Subsystems

by mobile agents. In some scenarios it is conceivable that a single node or subset of nodes
might contain all the subsystems shown. Node A, the origin site that created a set of
agents, maintains a monitoring subsystem that supports both agent creation, agent logging,
and agent control. In order to assist in the locating agents, Node B supports a nameserver.
The actual agent environment, consisting of places, connections, security support, and
resource constraints, is supported on Node C. Thus Node C is the only node in this case
which contains agents.
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Agents are the basic MOA abstractions. Agents are written by application programmers,
typically in Java. The underlying support for agents is provided by the Agent Environment. An agent consists of constant code and variable data that accumulates as it migrates
between nodes. An agent typically invokes a “move” method (also called “go”, in the
Telescript model [30], or “migrate” in process migration) autonomously, i.e. by interpreting application code.
Places are abstractions representing locations that agents visit. Places are introduced for
reasons of security and resource management, and provide a convenient means for inter
agent communication. Agents that are collocated at the same place may communicate
more efficiently. Before allowing an agent to arrive at a place, a negotiation occurs consisting of a verification dialogue conducted between an agent and a place. During the dialogue security requirements, security constraints, and resource availability issues are
resolved.
MOA Logging. A logging and auditing module supports storing information about the
agent activity. The following information about agent is logged: places visited, communication, meeting, cloning, etc. Similarly, information about places can be logged: the agents
that visited the place, that met at a place, the communication that took place, etc. Because
of the large amounts of data, not all of the information is always logged, nor is it logged
for all agents. It is possible to specify which data and for which agents and/or places will
be logged, both in a static and a dynamic manner.
Naming addressing and locating agents. The naming of agents and places is modeled on
Universal Resource Locators (URLs). Agent names are based on two components that
reflect the place of their creation, similar to the notion of the home node, and a local identifier.
Agent names reflect their lineage, as shown in Figure 2. In the figure, each agent created
by the user serves as the ancestor of a family, e.g. Agent. Families are composed of one or
more agents derived from ancestors via cloning. Each family ancestor is differentiated by
a suffix denoting the ancestor’s number, e.g. Agent-1. Family names are inherited by
descendant clones, with each generation appending a new suffix to denote its identity
within that generation. Thus the first child of Agent is named Agent.1 and the second
child Agent.2. The first grandchild of Agent via Agent.2 is named Agent.2.1.
No two agents, or two places in the WWW, have the same name and address at the same
time. A naming authority represented either by an agent’s home node or a surrogate node,
resolves an agent’s name if all other naming attempts have failed.The naming scheme is
comprehensible to users and convenient for use by programmers because the names of
places and agents correspond to their creation history. No assumptions are made upon the
agent ancestry information embedded into the names. This information is just a convenient informative indication for the agent’s user, while the actual information is maintained at the home node. This scheme does not exhibit problems with scalability common
to PID-based distributed operating system schemes.
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FIGURE 2. Naming The Agent Hierarchy

Location tracking schemes, described in Section 2, depend upon the connectivity of all the
nodes in the system. In the case of mobile agents, frequently the home node may not be
present or reachable at the time of an agent’s migration. This requires an extended version
of the home node location scheme which utilizes surrogate home nodes. MOA offers several variations of the operating system methods presented earlier.
Controlling agents. The control of agents is similar to the control of migrating processes
in distributed operating systems. Although the scaling, performance and failure semantics
differ between Internet environment and clusters of workstations, mobile agents still need
to be suspended, resumed, killed, located, etc. Some of the design and implementation of
control mechanisms may differ slightly because of the different setting, but much of the
functionality and experience gained can be directly deployed in an agent setting.
MOA employs a monitor process, similar to the local proxy used in operating systems, to
forward control messages to an agent. This monitor process is not required to be executed
on the home node of an agent in order to control that same agent.
MOA data transfer. In the case of mobile agents, the agent code transfer is performed at
the class level and user state transfer can be handled by the agent programmer. By having
programmers export their own data, there is no need to optimize address space transfer
using operating system techniques such as copy-on-reference or lazy evaluation.
Transparent communication. Inter-agent communication is performed by means of
communication channels established between agents. As in the case of process migration,
no migration-related constraints are placed upon these channels. Agents may communicate with other agents regardless of their locations.
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Agent applications may synchronize their execution by meeting at a place or by exchanging messages. Agent communication and cooperation are one of the focuses of this
project. There are many other projects which deal with mobile agents, but none of them
stress agent cooperation. We believe that the mobility and dynamics needed to support a
wider variety of agent communication models require additional support, currently nonexistent in Java.
Exporting agent state. Mobile agents typically do not require this support. It suffices to
move them only at predefined execution points within the code. It is possible to provide
functionality similar to that of process migration, as has been demonstrated for both Java
and Tcl/Tk, however this requires additional complexity and incurs the additional drawback of being a deviation from standard solutions.
File systems. The world wide web provides a universal namespace, using URLs, that
allow agents to access files regardless of their location. Unlike process’ that employ universal file handles, agents must reopen needed files after migration. Files without URLs
can be accessed only on the file’s local node.
Security. The security issue, in the case of process migration, is handled differently
depending on what kind of operating system support is provided. As such, it was not
applicable in the case of mobile agents.
The MOA project will address mainly the authentication aspects of security. Authorization
will be re-used from another project [32]. Authentication of the code is done only once by
the well know authority. Authentication of the data must be repeated at each site that an
agent visits. This is performed by the cumulative signing of all of the previous data
extended by the data provided by the current node. Note the important distinction between
a migrated process and agent. Processes typically require huge amounts of data. The relevant data that an agent carries along its migration is typically small. In some cases, an
agent might not have to transfer any data, for instance when it has not found the searched
for entity, no data will be transferred from a node.
The impact on the trust model is still open to research. For example, should data be signed
cumulatively or separately. The visiting node can strip the previous data in either case.
Syncing the intermediate data occasionally prevents the intermediate nodes from pursuing
such attacks.
Resource management. Although the Java environment maintains its own notion of
resource management, the agent system imposes additional restrictions on the resources
agents can consume. In other words, proper agent systems should be self-limiting, good
citizens of the Internet World [8]. Therefore, limitations are imposed on the various
resources an agent can consume on the visited node. E.g., the number of clones, the time
to live, the number of places it can create, etc. Some of these assumptions help in garbage
collecting, for example, when the time expires, the agent and resources owned by the
agent can be freed.
The above functionality can easily parallel the operating system development, but it is
simpler in many cases.
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6

Related Work

In this section we mention a number of agent systems, implemented in different languages, such as Java [11], Tcl/Tk [18], Telescript [30] and Python [19].
Telescript [30], developed by General Magic, is the first well-known system that supports
agents as a commercial product. Originally, Telescript was aimed at closed networks, such
as a collection of personal digital assistants, but has since been refocused on the Internet.
The Aglets project [3], conducted by IBM Japan, aims at the standardization of an agent
facility. Aglets represent a Java implementation of a standard agent transfer protocol and
an agent facility allowing the interoperation of agents written in the same language.
The Mole project [16] at the University of Stuttgart is one of the first academic efforts to
provide mobile agents in Java. Mole relies on Java and RMI. It is being used by Siemens
for experimenting with mobile agents and AI, as well as by some other industrial sponsors, such as Daimler-Benz and Tandem.
Sumatra [20] is a Java-based agent project at the University of Maryland. Sumatra provides support equivalent to RMI, but enhanced with the checkpointing of the execution
point. Sumatra requires changes to the Java virtual machine, similar to object serialization.
This is a major compatibility issue. Agents are used for optimization of communication
between different nodes.
CyberAgents [9] is a commercial product developed by FTP Software, Inc. It is a software package that supports mobile agents for various tasks, such as system administration,
virus checking, or platform inventory information collection. CyberAgents supports
sophisticated user interfaces and agent control.
The Agent Tcl project [2] is one of the first to provide agents in Tcl/Tk. It provides rich
semantics for agents and agent interaction. It is intended for mobile computers, supporting
temporarily disconnected operation. Agent Tcl also deals with navigation and adaptation.
Ara [5] started as a Tcl/Tk based mobile agent project, at the University of Kaiserslautern.
Recently it has also moved towards Java, and claims multiple language support.
The Tacoma project [25] is conducted as a collaboration between the University of
Tromso at Norway and Cornell University. The Tromso part develops basic mechanisms
and applications; the Cornell part addresses fault tolerance and security.
Python [19] is being used as a base for mobile agents, under the name Knowbots. Knowbots are targeted for applications consisting of multiple cooperating agents that travel and
communicate among themselves.
None of the mentioned systems depends on the operating systems directly, although each
of them uses some of the functionality typically associated with operating systems.
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Conclusion

Process migration algorithms and techniques developed originally for operating systems
have direct relevance to language environment mobile agent implementations. While
recent programming languages (and their environments) have provided some benefits for
mobile agents, many features are still lacking. Features lacking in language environments
that we have successfully leveraged for the Open Group’s MOA project include techniques and schemes for naming and locating agents, transparent agent communication,
data transfer, resource management and controlling agents.
The MOA project has not addressed all of the functionality missing in language environments. There are some operating system characteristics, such as real-time behavior, faulttolerance, and security, that remain open to investigation. These areas will be addressed in
future work.
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